Show to feature British music

A BRITISH invasion of the concert band persuasion will hit Doncaster Secondary College’s theatre in August.

The Manningham Concert Band and special guests will don the red, white and blue of Britain and deliver their concert – Best of British.

The band’s musical director, Andrew van Gemert, said the night would incorporate music from the Last Night of the Proms concerts and the movie, Brassed Off.

Favourites from England, Ireland, Wales and Scotland would also be performed by the band, with help from tenor Ray Khong and the Oakleigh City Band.

Van Gemert said the band, which had members aged from 15 to 85, included many born in Britain.

But hailing from the region was certainly no prerequisite to having a blast on the night.

➤ Best of British is on Saturday, August 28, at 7.30pm. Details: 9846 4527.